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Dear Friends,
When you truly have something that is as life changing as our Kangen water, you
have to share with those you love. Amy and I a year ago this month ordered a
SD501 water ionizer made by Enagic. We had no idea how it would change our
lives. The day we got it Amy after suffering with migraines for over the past 15 years
daily started drinking the water and her headaches were gone. Our dogs who were
suffering with hip dysphasia and arthritis they became better within 30 days. I saw
amazing results with acid reflux and energy. We could not believe our results but we
knew we had discovered something very special.
As I said we knew we had to tell others about what we had discovered. We shared
this water with our nephew who had a bad case of acne and the results were
shocking. We then began to think about others we could help with this water. Jordyn
was attending a private Christian school where one of the teachers husband who
played free safety for the Georgia Bulldogs had been fighting brain cancer for over a
year and his prognosis was not good. We offered him the water right after
Thanksgiving 2010 and within 6 weeks saw life changing results. He has gone on to
see his stage 4 metastatic melanoma brain cancer go away. He has one spot left
under his arm but continues to improve. He is living a full life today along with this 3
girls and wife. What a blessing to have shared in his recovery! We have seen so
many lives impacted by this it's almost difficult to recount all of them. However I want
to tell you about one other very special person we have seen life changing results
with.
We met Amy Tyner and her husband Chris and 3 year old daughter Ava this past
May at our garage sale. She was wearing a ball cap and I was standing next to my
Amy when I asked her if she had cancer. She said she had stage 4 metastatic
breast cancer. After visiting with her for a few minutes and realizing she was taking
the drug Amy was working with I ask her if she had ever heard of Kangen water. I
told her I had a moral obligation to let her know about our water ionizer. I invited
them into our kitchen and showed them what it was all about. Just a few facts about
our machine: The SD501 made by Enagic is a registered medical device in Japan.
It is endorsed by over 7000 medical doctors and is being used to treat patients with
colan cancer by one of the top Gastroenterologist in the world. He is famous for
helping invent the colonoscopy. He has seen over 300,000 colons with cancer and
uses our machine. He has a zero reoccurrence of cancer from his patients. Amy
continues to drink our water and no longer has cancer in her chest cavity and only
has a small trace in her bone. Each doctor visit has been a good one. Folks we
have to tell the world.
My Amy went on to be downsized from her 27 year career in the Pharmaceutical
business. It has been such a blessing and she has no plans to return to that industry.

She has joined me in this mission of helping others with our water. We are on a
mission and we know we share a message of hope but also realize most people
just can't understand how it works. The Bible says God takes the foolish things of the
world to confound the wise. We have come to realize that this water doesn't heal
anyone but it gets our bodies in a position to heal themselves. God has created
such in each of us an Amazing body! I believe we will get to heaven one day and
God will say as I had salvation that was a free gift...I had healing in the water I
created when you can return it to it's original state. By the way our water is called
Kangen water which is a registered trademark of Enagic and it means "To return to
it's origin"

We share because we love you,
Tracy & Amy Tyler

